You are invited to visit the ISI website to read news on the following:

**Messages and Reports**

**President’s Message August 2017**
Read Helen MacGillivray’s first [message](#) in her role as ISI President.

**Director’s Message August 2017**
ISI Director Ada van Krimpen looks back at a successful WSC in Marrakech.

**ISI Statement about Conviction of Andreas Georgiou, former ELSTAT President**
The ISI is deeply concerned about the recent decision of the Greek Appeals Court to convict Andreas Georgiou, former President of ELSTAT, of violation of duty by not obtaining approval from the Board of ELSTAT to release the 2009 Greek debt and deficit figures. [More>>](#)

**Report of the ISI General Assembly 2017**
Read the report of the [ISI General Assembly](#), which took place in Marrakech, Morocco, on 20 July 2017.

**Report on the ISI lunchtime event “ISI and NSSs (National Statistical Societies) — Partnerships for Statistical Development”**
The lunchtime event took place on 17 July 2017 at the Palais de Congrès in Marrakech and was sponsored by Elsevier. [More>>](#)

**Videos**

**Interview with ISI President Helen MacGillivray**
Watch the interview with [Helen MacGillivray](#) revealing her rich experience and vision for the ISI.

**Interview with ISI Past President Pedro Silva**
[ISI Past President Pedro Silva](#) tells about the diverse activities of the ISI including the 61st WSC in Morocco, and explains the role of statistics and the young statisticians in the present-day society.

**Awards**

**First International Prize in Statistics Awarded to Sir David Cox at the 61st ISI WSC in Marrakech**
The International Prize in Statistics was awarded for the first time at the 61st ISI WSC in Marrakech, on 16 July 2017. [More>>](#)

**Calls for Nominations**

**Election of ISI Officers: Request for Nominations**
The ISI Nominations Committee is soliciting nominations from members of the entire ISI family for the next slate of candidates for the ISI Executive Committee (EC) and Council. [More>>](#)

**Member News**
ISI Membership Elections 2017 Second Round

We would like to congratulate the new ISI Elected members, who were elected in the second round of the 2017 ISI membership elections.

Publications


The latest issue of International Statistical Review is now available to read online.

Association News

IAOS News August 2017
- Welcome to new IAOS Executive
- IAOS 2017-19 Draft Strategic Plan
- IAOS - OECD 2018 Conference - 19-21 September, 2018
- SJIAOS June 2017 issue now available

IASC News August 2017
- 2017 IASC-ARS Conference
- 3rd Latin American Conference on Statistical Computing (LACSC)

IASS News August 2017
- Highlights of the WSC 2017
- IASS-sponsored conferences in 2017

ISBIS News August 2017
- Highlights from the ISI WSC 2017 in Marrakech
- Congratulations to Award Winners
- ISBIS Sponsored Conferences and Workshops

Other News

United Nations General Assembly Adopts SDG Indicator Resolution

The United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) adopted the resolution entitled “Work of the Statistical Commission pertaining to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”.

Contact

If you have any news, suggestions or wishes, please contact isipo.news@gmail.com. You may also e-mail us information you would like to share with others.

With my best regards,

Ada van Krimpen – ISI Director

www.isi-web.org

Statistical Science for a Better World